Advances in technology allow for new modes of access to both secular and religious information. Historically, some religious groups seem to have been eager to accept technological developments, while others have done so reluctantly. Nevertheless, the sustainability of a religious tradition depends on the ability of its believers to continually access information in an evolving world. Modern technology has occasioned broader religious information landscapes than ever before, to the extent that religion can seemingly be practiced using entirely online 
Information Landscape as a Concept
It's a small world, after all. And as communication and transportation technologies continue to improve, we often say the world's getting even smaller. And yet, the size of the world relative to a human being has not changed; the physical earth is as vast as ever. Because of this vastness, we find it useful to refer only to the visual features of the earth that are relevant at any given time. The North American continent, the Delaware River Valley, this building… The visual features of the world comprise its landscape, and this landscape can be framed as fitting to any situation. Canoeists, for example, may be interested only in the river, not the distant mountains.
Framing the overarching landscape of the world frees us from having to consider the world in its entirety-which is welcome, because knowing the objective entirety of the earth from our human vantage is simply impossible.
Though landscape generally describes geography, we can conceptualize information landscapes, adapted from Annemaree Lloyd's (2006) information literacy landscapes, which RELIGIOUS INFORMATION LANDSCAPES ! 4 consider "people, content, [and] processes as they constitute a holistic and dynamic multidimensional system" (Skovira, 2004, p. 309) . Adventurers navigate geographic landscapes though orienteering, and information users navigate the particular affordances of information landscapes through analogous practices (Lloyd, 2006) .
Just as the landscape of the entire earth can be framed, so can the information landscape. Rather than having to tend to the entire infosphere (Floridi, 2010 ) every time we want to discuss information, we can focus only on those aspects that are relevant to a given discussion.
Each specific framing (which, for convenience, is sometimes also called an information landscape in its own right) has a distinctive shape and character (e.g., educational and workplace information landscapes differ). Defined by Lloyd (2006) as an intersubjective space, each information landscape reflects the way information is collectively exchanged by those engaged in the information practices and performances in that space. These information landscapes are constructed through "epistemic, social, and corporeal experiences with information. The prominence of each modality within a landscape will reflect the ontological nature of the particular setting" (Lloyd, Kennan, Thompson & Qayyum, 2013, p.130) .
Religious Information Landscapes: Examining Religious Information Behavior
The concept of information landscapes has guided research in organizational information management (O'Day & Jeffries, 1992) and everyday life information behavior (Lloyd, 2006 ). It seems feasible, then, to apply the concept to religious information in order to provide a framework for studying the information behavior of believers as it changes across time, culture 1 and geography.
The term believer is used to refer to a person who identifies with a religious tradition. I opened my eyes and found myself in the midst of what can only be called the cyberchurch. I was interacting on a spiritual level with other believers scattered across the world. We shared ideas, but also extended concern and caring to one another. (Bednar, 2004, p. 7) Furthermore, as will be discussed below, the contemporary information landscapes of Roman
Catholicism and Zen Buddhism demonstrate active information seeking by believers.
Aspects of the Religious Information Landscape
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A religious information landscape is the network through which information regarding a religion is exchanged. It might be thought of as the sum of information grounds (Fisher & Naumer, 2006) where religious information is exchanged, including those in both physical and conceptual spaces (Narayan, Talip, Watson, & Edwards, 2013) , but it must be understood to include not only the grounds themselves, but also the information exchanged on those grounds and the implicated processes. The landscape itself is afforded by religion-as-preached (McGuire, 2008) ; believers navigate this landscape idiosyncratically as they practice their lived religions.
Thus the religious information landscape includes, but is not limited to: sites where believers gather; religious objects and their use; social networks; prayers, rituals and sacred texts; rulings, exegeses, sermons and other interpretations; and books and other sources that relate religious belief and practice to everyday life.
Not all aspects of geographic landscapes are equal (Mount Fuji, for example, dominates eastern Japan); likewise, certain aspects of religious information landscapes are more salient than others. From a religion-as-preached perspective, some features are of central importance, as prescribed by religious institutions. These may or may not be the same as those places and routes most frequently traveled by individual believers.
We might be tempted to consider a religion's sacred text to be the Mount Fuji of its information landscape. Grant Hardy (2014) identifies that scripture tends to be central to religious traditions because it communicates core values and functions as a cohesive glue. Christianity, for example, is known as a Religion of the Book (Poston & Poston, 2011) , and it rests heavily on the information found in the Bible. But in other religions, it's less clear how central sacred texts are to information practice. The Hindu canon is vast and undefined, and
scripture is traditionally performed in a language not understood by modern believers. Thus, it is used primarily for its aural and ritual value, rather than its content (Hardy, 2014) . The Buddhist canon is even more unwieldy; there is no particular corpus that is considered by all Buddhist sects as authoritative (Veidlinger, 2010) .
The Information Landscapes of Zen Buddhism and Roman Catholicism
Below are discussed two religions practiced in the United States of America, Zen As an exploratory foray, this study identifies only the most salient features of these religious information landscapes. In particular, the possibilities afforded by the profusion of smartphones in the United States can shed light on how religious information landscapes have evolved in recent years. In the overviews below, special focus is placed on smartphone applications (apps) and podcasts available on Apple mobile devices. According to the Pew Research Center 2013 survey Cell Phone Activities, half of smartphone owners download apps, making it one of the most widely used smartphone features (Duggan, 2013) . Another survey showed that 30% of smartphone users have listened to podcasts; this figure has been steadily climbing over the past decade, demonstrating increased prevalence of the medium (Edison Research & Triton Digital, 2014) . Apple is the world's largest smartphone manufacturer; Apple's iOS is the most widely used smartphone operating system in the United States (Leswing, 2015) . As a denomination of Buddhism, Zen follows the teachings of the Buddha, a man who lived in ancient India. Orthodox belief holds that the Buddha was not divine. While the Buddha was alive, he outlined the path to salvation, inviting others to follow (Hamilton, 2001) . The Zen school of Buddhism was founded in the sixth century CE by Bodhidharma, a monastic who defined Zen as: "A special transmission outside the scriptures; no dependence on words and letters; direct pointing to the mind of man; seeing into one's nature and attaining Buddhahood" (as cited in O'Brien, n.d.-b). Thus Zen focuses on the in-person transmission of its teachings, rather than relying on the study of scripture. Moreover, Bodhidarma taught that spiritual realization in Zen cannot be achieved through intellectual study; it must be experienced by observing oneself. This observation is carried out primarily through the practice of seated
Zen Buddhism
RELIGIOUS INFORMATION LANDSCAPES
The Zen information landscape. The very definition of Zen given by its founder seems to curtail the importance of sacred texts. Still, Zen does have a generally accepted canon, which consists of recorded sayings of historical Zen masters, collections of koans (riddles meant to encourage intuitive rather than intellectual analysis), and stories of teacher-pupil relationships (Wright & Heine, 2004) . It should be noted that the Zen canon is not considered the revealed divine word (O'Brien, n.d.-a).
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With this in mind, it is not surprising that sacred texts are not central to Zen practice.
Instead, Zen teaching is primarily concerned with the correct practice of seated meditation, in which believers assume a specific posture and silently observe their breath (Dogen, n.d.) . Seated meditation can be done on one's own, or as part of a communal service. These services generally include dharma talks (analogous to Christian homilies) and chanting.
The Zen information landscape is also comprised of numerous books on Zen and Buddhism in general (and related topics, such as calligraphy); magazines such as Shambhala Sun; courses and retreats; blogs and other websites; radio broadcasts; applications; and more.
To get a sense of how the Zen information landscape has changed in recent years, the most popular podcasts and iPhone apps on the U.S. Apple iTunes Store (Table 1) were examined.
These were retrieved via the query "zen buddhist" in the iTunes Store search engine, which lists results in order of popularity. 
Roman Catholicism
Roman Catholicism arrived in the Americas with the European colonization, and missionary efforts and immigration in the ensuing centuries bolstered the faith (Middleton, 2003) .
Catholicism follows the teachings of Jesus, who lived and preached in the first century.
Jesus was sentenced to death by crucifixion, then was resurrected and ascended into heaven. His story is recounted in the Gospels, which form part of the canonical Holy Bible (Aslan, 2013) . Before dying, Jesus appointed his apostle Peter as leader of the faith community that followed Jesus' teachings, which became the Catholic Church. Since then, the Catholic Church has always had a pope, who is understood as Peter's spiritual successor (Richert, n.d.) .
Catholic doctrine asserts that, in order to achieve salvation after our own deaths, we must love and serve God in life by living out the message of Jesus Christ, the divine Son of God
(Catholic Online, n.d.). Thus, practicing Catholicism is centered around belief. The importance of belief in Catholicism is further evidenced by its key ritual practices, the Holy Sacraments (Richert, n.d.) . Of the Holy Sacraments, it will suffice to highlight Holy Communion (also called the Eucharist), which is practiced every time a believer attends Mass (after a period of study leading up to their First Communion). In Holy Communion, believers achieve communion with Jesus Christ through consuming Jesus' body and blood.
The Catholic information landscape. The Holy Bible is central to Catholicism (Bransfield, n.d.) . The Bible includes the Gospels, which relate the story of Jesus Christ, and also a number of other books that have been canonized by the Catholic Church, including the Hebrew Scriptures (Hardy, 2014) . Reading the Bible is understood to strengthen Catholic belief. Thus the Bible is read during Catholic services, and Catholics are encouraged to read the Bible on their own. In addition to the Bible, a number of ritual, apologetic, theologic and exegetic works are also fundamental to the Catholic information landscape-and such works have been part of the Catholic tradition since its earliest days (Maciá, 2002, p. 115) . According to Rodney Stark (2014) , theological works and religious commentaries are much more plentiful in Christianity than in other religions.
The other major branch of the Catholic information landscape is tradition, passed down through church services and catechism courses, which all Catholics are required to undergo.
These traditions range from the grandiose, such as the performance of the rituals during Mass and the Sacraments, to the everyday, such as prayers before meals.
Like that of Zen, the Catholic information landscape is comprised of both physical and conceptual information modalities. In order to compare the extent to which Catholicism has
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! 12 adopted new media technologies, the most popular podcasts and iPhone apps (Table 2) were examined, retrieved from the U.S. iTunes Store via the query "catholic." Table 2 Most popular Catholic podcasts and iPhone apps App is meant to be used as a script for Catholics as they undergo the Sacrament of Penance.
Similarly, Catholic Calendar helps Catholics track the lunisolar calendar used by the Catholic
Church to track feast days and liturgical themes.
What Factors Influence the Religious Information Landscape?
The above synthesis, though offering only a broad view of Zen and Catholicism and their respective information landscapes, allows the two religious information landscapes to be compared. We have seen that belief is most central to Catholicism, whereas practice is most central to Zen Buddhism. The Catholic Church is highly authoritarian, structured with the pope as its leader and a network of cardinals, bishops and priests beneath him, whereas Zen Buddhism is less structured and more egalitarian. Finally, in the United States, the Catholic Church was established long before Zen Buddhism, and currently has a larger proportion of believers. This is summarized in Figure 1 . 
Contrasting characteristics of Zen and Catholicism
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Belief Versus Practice
Certain factors inherent in each religion are reflected, at least to some extent, in its information landscape. Zen, for example, is relatively less invested in written texts, and this is reflected in the most popular iPhone apps. The center of Zen is meditation practice, and we see three apps devoted to this. Historically, Zen was passed down from teacher to student via orality;
apps that provide daily Zen sayings reflect this sort of exchange. For Catholicism, on the other hand, scripture is central; correspondingly, several of the most popular apps afford Bible access. Another major aspect of Catholicism is attending Mass and receiving the Sacraments; several apps are devoted to these purposes. Likewise, catechism is essential for Catholics, and there are numerous podcasts and apps that encourage study.
Virtually all the Zen podcasts surveyed are recorded broadcasts of dharma talks, which relate Zen teachings to contemporary issues in the community. Interestingly, this study revealed no recorded Catholic homilies available as podcasts. Why is this? While there are many possible reasons, there is one interesting consequence, which will be discussed below: The availability of Zen dharma talks as podcasts seems to afford online Zen practice, while the lack of the analogous Catholic content demonstrates preclusion of that possibility.
It may be the case that a religion molds its information landscape. More likely, though, is a co-evolution between the two. In the following section, we will discuss how religious 
Evolving Religious Information Landscapes
Technology changes things. For a recent example, consider the changes resulting from the profusion of smartphones and mobile broadband Internet in the past decade. However, technology can only affect society insomuch as it is adopted (Stark, 2014 Perhaps because of the Catholic focus on catechism, the Church has long focused on education and improving literacy. Early Christians "maintained unity through letters, with those from its original leaders-the apostles-later forming the Epistles of the Christian New Testament. ... Literacy was therefore a valuable skill to the early Christians" (Gnanadesikan, 2011, p. 235) . However, the educational curriculum in Roman times disenchanted Christians with its predominantly pagan themes, and thus literacy was encouraged among the Christian clergy and monastics, but not among the lay population (Gnanadesikan, 2011) . Beginning in the
Middle Ages, though, sustained efforts toward improving literacy were put in place (Maciá, 2002, p. 149) . Catholics, in fact, founded the first universities (Stark, 2014) .
With the onset of printing, at first, Catholic clergy and monastics invested in presses and published liturgical and theological works (Gnanadesikan, 2011, p. 256) . to issue a list of banned books, effectively using book-making technology to clarify which books were inappropriate for Catholic readers; these bans were enforced in Catholic-run countries, including Spain and France (Gnanadesikan, 2011, pp. 257) . Maciá (2002, p. 116) notes that the Church had practiced censorship against heretics ever since the Christianization of the Roman Empire. It was not until the 1960's that translations of the Bible were granted authority and that
Mass could be celebrated in the vernacular.
From this case we can see clear effects on the Christian information landscape: The introduction of printing brought new possibilities, which led to a schism in the Church.
Protestants saw a wider information landscape, while Catholics experienced one that was more limited.
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Victor Mair (1994) cites a parallel case in the East, where the production of Buddhist texts, including the dissemination of information in vernacular languages, was symbiotic with the development of Asian printing technology. Buddhism was a burgeoning religion in areas where
Confucianism was historically dominant, just as Protestantism grew against Catholic dominance.
Modern evidence of this continuing practice can be seen in minority Buddhists engaging in missionary efforts via webinar-clearly harnessing new technologies in doing so (Tremlett, 2014, p. 123) .
A religion's decision to embrace or reject new technologies can be based on tenets of faith, on their status as a newcomer or established religion in an area (which is tied to missionary efforts) and on issues relating to power across the larger society. As society approaches the wide democratization of information access, these issues continue to evolve.
An Application: Online Religious Practice
Religion is a social phenomenon, and it is traditionally practiced in colocated, in-person communities. However, technology has afforded changes to human communities, and it is possible that religious communities have changed as well. Speaking of religion in general, PaulFrancois Tremlett notes that modern technology gives "people the chance to read scripture through structured programmes, guided by commentary, translation notes and the chance to do so as part of a global community of readers" (2014, p. 118). He goes on to say that religion today "is defined less by local places of worship, and more by diverse virtual and physical spaces, where people are still able to assemble together to do religion" (Tremlett, 2014, p. 122 ).
This section explores the extent to which it is possible, given the religious information landscapes of Zen and Catholicism discussed above, for online practice to occur. That is, lived
religion on one's own, without an in-person religious community and without setting foot in a physical place of worship.
Online Zen
Regarding the extent to which new technologies afford changes to Buddhism, Venerable
Pannyavaro gave an address at the German Dharmaduta Society in 2002, saying the Web should be seen "potentially as a base for an innovative online Dharma Community-a Cyber Sangha, that offers alternative social and spiritual values." As described above, the information landscape of Zen Buddhism seems to present possibilities for just such an online community. Zenwest, for example, a Zen community in Victoria, British Columbia, accepts both local and remote members and associates, and offers online dharma talks, orientation videos, a blog and moreseemingly everything a solo believer would need to practice Zen.
Moreover, the Spring 2010 issue of Buddhadharma: The Practitioner's Quarterly took on solo Buddhist practice as a primary theme. In preparation for the issue, the magazine's editor issued a post (Deveaux, 2010) soliciting stories from online community members who practiced
Buddhism on their own. In the comments, user Tim wrote, "I've practiced Zen Buddhism for years on my own, partly because it's something I want to do, partly because I simply don't have a Zen center in my town." Similarly, user Jamie G. wrote:
Most of my practice has been done at home… reading almost everything I can get my hands on… books, blogs, and websites and listening to podcasts. … Probably the most helpful thing I have found is internet access. It gives me opportunity to not only find reading material, but allows me to also interact with a any teacher or other practitioner who also has an internet presence.
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Even more recently, the March 2015 issue of Shambhala Sun featured a section entitled "DIY Dharma," which included practical tips for solo practice (Lief, 2015) . Indeed, not only does the information landscape of Zen afford solo practice, but it is truly occurring.
As discussed above, this "liberal" nature of Zen may be due to factors inherent in the religion itself, Zen's relatively egalitarian nature or the minority status of Zen in the United
States. Additionally, the sparsity of Zen physical places of worship as compared to the numerosity of Catholic churches in the United States certainly has also played a role.
Online Catholicism?
The This is consistent with Catholic doctrine. Attending Mass is compulsory for Catholics, as it is the only way to receive the Eucharist. "Mass is the cornerstone of our faith life because of what lies at its heart: the Eucharist" (Hudson, 2003) . A review of Yahoo! Answers queries found 2 using the search terms "catholic go to church" reveals the same unanimous opinion: You can't be Catholic without going to church; Catholics must physically receive the Eucharist on a regular basis. One user specifically says, "No, you can't do it online" (Tolstoyevsky, 2011 Hear the words of the Gospel, reflect on the daily homily, and worship God in the Eucharist.
This description seems at odds with Catholic doctrine and popular belief. And yet, CatholicTV is associated with the Catholic Archdiocese of Boston, and it has been upgraded over the decades to leverage advancing technologies (Cummings, 2007) Zen seems to afford online, location-independent belief, whereas Catholicism does not. Is this difference due to something immutable in the religion, or can Catholicism change while remaining authentic? Addressing these issues may prove pivotal for the Catholic Church in the coming years: Buddhism is flourishing in America, whereas Catholicism is receding.
Conclusion
This study began by introducing the information landscape as a concept. It went on to discuss the religious information landscapes of Zen Buddhism and Roman Catholicism, exploring how each is influenced by aspects inherent in the religion itself, as well as the emergence of new technologies. It then explored the extent to which, given these information landscapes, legitimate location-independent practice is possible in either religion, with the conclusion that such practice is both a possibility and a reality in Zen but not, at least for the time being, in Catholicism. In the face of declining Mass attendance, the Catholic Church might consider widely adopting new technologies that afford location-independent practice in order to re-engage believers.
A limitation of this study has been that it only presented an exploratory glimpse at the information landscapes of Zen and Catholicism, examining a small set of technologies.
Moreover, because young adults are most likely to download apps (Duggan, 2013) anywhere. This change demands a new conceptual approach, which should "focus less on beliefs and meanings and much more on contexts, spaces, and media" (Tremlett, 2014, p. 125) . In order to maintain vigor in this changing world, religious institutions should recognize and respond to these shifting landscapes in a thoughtful and informed manner.
